Commitment to the deployment of cutting-edge event technology solutions anywhere in the world.

Guaranteed.
Our mission to our clients is to eliminate the complexities of location, environment and technology; to deliver meaningful event solutions that inspire and captivate.
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iPads

**iPad 6th Gen 9.7” Wi-Fi**
- Brand: Apple
- Model: A1893
- Operating System: iOS
- Screen size: 9.7 inch
- Display resolution: 2048 x 1536
- Battery life: Up to 10 hrs
- Weight: 469g
- Storage: 32GB
- Colour: Space Grey / Silver

**iPad 6th Gen 9.7” Wi-Fi + Cell**
- Brand: Apple
- Model: A1954
- Operating System: iOS
- Screen size: 9.7 inch
- Display resolution: 2048 x 1536
- Battery life: Up to 10 hrs
- Weight: 478g
- Storage: 32GB
- Colour: Space Grey / Silver

**iPad 5th Gen 9.7” Wi-Fi**
- Brand: Apple
- Model: A1823
- Operating System: iOS
- Screen size: 9.7 inch
- Display resolution: 2048 x 1536
- Battery life: Up to 10 hrs
- Weight: 478g
- Storage: 32GB
- Colour: Space Grey / Silver

**iPad 5th Gen 9.7” Wi-Fi + Cell**
- Brand: Apple
- Model: A1954
- Operating System: iOS
- Screen size: 9.7 inch
- Display resolution: 2048 x 1536
- Battery life: Up to 10 hrs
- Weight: 478g
- Storage: 32GB
- Colour: Space Grey / Silver

**iPad Air 2 9.7 Wi-Fi**
- Brand: Apple
- Model: A1566
- Operating System: iOS
- Screen size: 9.7 inch
- Display resolution: 2048 x 1536
- Battery life: Up to 10 hrs
- Weight: 437g
- Storage: Up to 64GB
- Colour: Space Grey / Silver

**iPad Air 2 9.7 Wi-Fi + Cell**
- Brand: Apple
- Model: A1567
- Operating System: iOS
- Screen size: 9.7 inch
- Display resolution: 2048 x 1536
- Battery life: Up to 10 hrs
- Weight: 444g
- Storage: Up to 64GB
- Colour: Space Grey / Silver

**iPad Air 9.7 Wi-Fi**
- Brand: Apple
- Model: A1474
- Operating System: iOS
- Screen size: 9.7 inch
- Display resolution: 2048 x 1536
- Battery life: Up to 10 hrs
- Weight: 469g
- Storage: Up to 64GB
- Colour: Space Grey / Silver

**iPad Air 9.7 Wi-Fi + Cell**
- Brand: Apple
- Model: A1475
- Operating System: iOS
- Screen size: 9.7 inch
- Display resolution: 2048 x 1536
- Battery life: Up to 10 hrs
- Weight: 478g
- Storage: Up to 64GB
- Colour: Space Grey / Silver

**iPad Pro 12.9” Wi-Fi**
- Brand: Apple
- Model: A1670
- Operating System: iOS
- Screen size: 12.9 inch
- Display resolution: 2732 x 2048
- Battery life: Up to 10 hrs
- Weight: 713g
- Storage: Up to 256GB
- Colour: Space Grey / Silver

**iPad Pro 12.9” Wi-Fi + Cell**
- Brand: Apple
- Model: A1671
- Operating System: iOS
- Screen size: 12.9 inch
- Display resolution: 2732 x 2048
- Battery life: Up to 10 hrs
- Weight: 723g
- Storage: Up to 256GB
- Colour: Space Grey / Silver
iPads

iPad mini 3 Wi-Fi
- Brand: Apple
- Model: A1599
- Operating System: iOS
- Screen size: 7.9 inch
- Display resolution: 2048 x 1536
- Battery life: Up to 10 hrs
- Weight: 331g
- Storage: Up to 64GB
- Colour: Space Grey / Silver

iPad mini 3 Wi-Fi + Cell
- Brand: Apple
- Model: A1600
- Operating System: iOS
- Screen size: 7.9 inch
- Display resolution: 2048 x 1536
- Battery life: Up to 10 hrs
- Weight: 341g
- Storage: Up to 64GB
- Colour: Space Grey / Silver

iPad mini 4 Wi-Fi + Cell
- Brand: Apple
- Model: A1550
- Operating System: iOS
- Screen size: 7.9 inch
- Display resolution: 2048 x 1536
- Battery life: Up to 9 hrs
- Weight: 304g
- Storage: Up to 128GB
- Colour: Space Grey / Silver

iPad mini 2 Wi-Fi + Cell
- Brand: Apple
- Model: A1490
- Operating System: iOS
- Screen size: 7.9 inch
- Display resolution: 2048 x 1536
- Battery life: Up to 10 hrs
- Weight: 341g
- Storage: Up to 64GB
- Colour: Space Grey / Silver

iPad mini 4 Wi-Fi
- Brand: Apple
- Model: A1538
- Operating System: iOS
- Screen size: 7.9 inch
- Display resolution: 2048 x 1536
- Battery life: Up to 10 hrs
- Weight: 298.8g
- Storage: Up to 128GB
- Colour: Space Grey / Silver

iPad mini 2 Wi-Fi
- Brand: Apple
- Model: A1489
- Operating System: iOS
- Screen size: 7.9 inch
- Display resolution: 2048 x 1536
- Battery life: Up to 10 hrs
- Weight: 331g
- Storage: Up to 64GB
- Colour: Space Grey / Silver
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### iPad Stands & Security

#### Heckler Stand
- A display stand that can be used to hold all iPads except Pros and minis.
- Can be secured down through adhesive pad or via solid fixing.

#### Black MoonBase Stand
- A display stand for your tablet that can be mounted on desks.
- Compatible for all iPads except Pros and minis.

#### Desktop Stand
- Can be used as a desktop feature stand.
- Sleek and sophisticated, perfect for a multitude of event types.
- Compatible for all iPads except minis.
- Available in.

#### Floor Stand
- Mount your iPad in this lockable floor stand.
- Can create a compelling information kiosk or product display.
- Durable steel floor stand can be safely mounted to the ground.
- Available in.

#### Quadstand for Multiple iPads
- Compatible for all iPads except Pros and minis.
- Securely holds up to four iPads at once.
- Solid and durable.

#### Black Tripod Stand
- Extendible to three heights and holds an iPad still in all positions.
- Used mainly for filming from the iPad.

#### iPad Wall Mount
- Space saving solutions.
- Professional look and feel.
- Can be secured on walls.

#### Foldable iPad Stand
- A versatile desktop iPad stand.
- Made from durable and lightweight metal.
- Sleek and stylish.

#### Branded iPad Stand
iPad stands can be branded to fit in with your event theme. Uses include:
- Event check in/registration
- Exhibitions
- Event apps and software
- Trade Shows, etc.

#### Kensington Lock
- Allows you to securely attach products such as iPads, desktop stands or MoonBase stands to a fixed object.
- Attachable without having to drill into the desk.
# Tablet Accessories

## iPad Leather Cases
- Protects iPads
- Can be used portrait or landscape
- Compatible for all iPads
- Sleek & Stylish
- Available in: 5 colors

## Neck Strap
- Neck strap compatible with our leather cases
- Durable and adjustable
- Compatible for all iPads
- Great for outdoor events

## Air Strap Case
- Fits all 9.7” and mini iPads
- Secure velcro hand strap
- Hand strap rotates
- Tough, protective case

## 4G/ 5G SIM Cards
- Connect cellular devices such as iPhones and iPads to the internet
- Networks available: EE, 3 and Vodafone
- Data roaming enabled
- Connects to the best available network in your area

## iPad Pro Smart Keyboard Folio
- Protective keyboard cover
- Turns an iPad Pro into a portable mini-Laptop
- Connects via lightning port

## Bluetooth Keyboard
- Connect iPads via Bluetooth
- Great for on the go users; converts a tablet easily into a laptop
- Compact and portable

## OWR Power Bank
- Portable power source to charge on the go
- Charge 2-4 devices at once
- Approximately 4 full charges for one device
- Can be charged with a Micro USB Cable into a USB wall adapter
- Up to 30000mAh

## OWR 10 Port USB Charge
- Charge multiple devices at the same time without using additional adapters
- Charge up to 10 USB devices at the same time

## OWR 20 Port USB Charge Hub
- Charge multiple devices at the same time without using additional adapters
- Charge up to 20 USB devices at once
- USB 3.0 High-Speed Charging

## Wheeled iPad Transport Case
- Protective case to hold iPads during transportation to venues
- Suitable for air travel

## Stylus Pro Pens
- High quality touch screen stylus pens for your iPad and Surface Pros
- Sensitive touch is perfect for smooth operation

---

**PERFECT ADDITIONS TO FURTHER FULFILL YOUR EVENT REQUIREMENTS**
Tablet

- **Lightning Cable**
  - Connect, charge, sync your iPad, iPhone and iPod Touch
  - Available in 1M or 3M

- **Lightning to VGA Adapter**
  - Connects an iPad to a monitor, TV, projector or display, via a Lightning port

- **30 Pin to VGA Adapter**
  - Connects an iPad to a monitor, TV, projector or display through a 30 pin adapter

- **Orange Dual Port USB Plug**
  - Fast charging
  - Accomodates up to 2 devices
  - Available across all regions

- **Lightning to HDMI Adapter**
  - HDMI and Type-C port
  - Connects an iPad to a monitor, TV, projector or display

- **Apple Single USB Plug (12W)**
  - Fast charging
  - Available across all regions

- **Apple Pencil for iPads**
  - Pressure sensitivity and angle detection
  - Designed for low latency to enable smooth inking on the screen

- **Universal Adapters**
  - International travel adapters
  - Conversion tool
  - Available for all regions worldwide
BOSE on-ear Headphones
- Premium over-ear headphones
- Compatible with most technology devices including iPads and laptops.
- Suited for a multitude of events.
- 3.5mm jack.

HAMA Pro on-ear Headphones
- Over-ear stereo headphones
- Compatible with most technology devices including iPads and laptops.
- Suitable for training seminars, interactive events and workshops.
- 3.5mm jack.

Headphones with Mic
- Professional headphones with built-in microphone features
- Compatible with most devices and suitable for training, seminars and workshops.
- 3.5mm jack.
- 3.5mm mic.

Belkin 2 Way AUX Splitters
- Allows two people to connect their headphones.
- Connect to an iPad, iPhone, iPod or Mac mini-stereo jack.
- 3.5mm jack.

Earphones
- High quality earphones
- Compatible with a wide variety of devices, such as laptops, phones and many more.
- Great for use during conference calls, large scale interactive seminars and meetings.
- 3.5mm jack.

Belkin RockStar 5-Jack Headphone Splitter
- 3.5mm audio jack
- Allows up to 5 devices to be connected at the same time.

Bose Companion PC Speakers
- High quality sound speakers
- For use with PCs and laptops
- Configuration: 2-channel
- Included accessories: audio cable and power adapter
- 3.5mm jack.
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Laptops

**Apple MacBook Pro 13 & 15”**
A collaborative and efficient laptop. Great for presentations.
- Operating system: Mac OS
- RAM: 16GB
- Core: Intel Core™ i7
- Storage: Up to 512GB SSD
- USB-C capability
- Available with Touch Bar

**MSI Gaming**
For VR experiences, enhanced performance & graphics.
- Model: LEOPARD 8RE / GF63 8RD
- Operating system: Windows
- Screen size: 15.6” / 17.3”
- RAM: 32GB
- Core: Intel Core i7 8th Gen
- Storage: Up to 500GB SSD

**Lenovo ThinkPad**
Great for on the go while being safe and secure.
- Model: T440 / T460 / T470
- Operating system: Windows
- Screen size: 14”
- RAM: Up to 20GB
- Core: Intel Core™ i5 / i7
- Storage: Up to 500GB SSD

**Lenovo**
Useful for board meetings, conferences and trainings.
- Model: 850-55 / G70-70
- Operating system: Windows
- Screen size: 15.6” / 17”
- RAM: Up to 8GB
- Core: Intel Core™ i5 / i7
- Storage: Up to 500GB SSD

**HP**
High quality displays, suitable for a variety of event types.
- Model: 840 / 9480m
- Operating system: Windows
- Screen size: 14” / 15”
- RAM: 16GB
- Core: Intel Core™ i5 / i7
- Storage: Up to 500GB SSD

**Dell**
Often rented for exhibitions, trainings and corporate events.
- Model: 6430u / E7440 / E5540
- Operating system: Windows
- Screen size: 14” / 15.6”
- RAM: 16GB
- Core: Intel Core™ i5 / i7
- Storage: Up to 500GB SSD

**Microsoft Surface Pro Tablet**
A mobile device that can easily adapt from a tablet, to laptop to a full creative studio.
- Operating system: Windows 10
- Screen size: 12.3”
- Display resolution: 2736 x 1824
- RAM: 8GB
- Core: Intel Core™ i5
- Camera: 8MP
- Storage: 128GB SSD

WE ALSO HAVE MACS ON PAGE 14

---
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High-End Computing

Gaming Laptops
With technological advancement, laptops have more powerful processing capability than ever; some of which now outperform desktop computers through a range of impressive specifications.

Renowned industry names, such as MSI, offer cutting-edge laptops, capable of running multiple complex operations simultaneously. These are ideal for demanding projects and video games.

Packed with the latest 9th gen i7 processors, fast-loading SSDs and up to 64 GB of RAM, these machines are versatile for a variety of event arenas, such as: gaming, large conference applications, simulations, 3-D rendering and more.

Desktop Computers
We rent desktops engineered with performance and precision in mind. All components are specifically designed to ensure each unit runs at maximum efficiency.

These computers are more than capable of running Gamethon-level events, giving participating players an advantage over the competition.

The latest generation processors, powerful RAM and superfast Solid State Drives mean these desktops are suitable for an intense range of event styles and requirements.
Cables & Adapters

Wired/Wireless
Keyboard & Mouse
- Connect these accessories to a laptop or computer via Bluetooth or USB
- Perfect for meetings and conferences

Keyboard and Pen for Surface Pro
- Use with Microsoft Surface Pro
- Ideal for mobile users, digital presentations and creatives
- Fine control
- Ink flows in real time

Presentation Pointers
- Remotely control your presentations with the click of a button
- Integrated laser for manual pointing

Portable MiFi
Cellular Router
- Connect 1-7 devices to the internet at once
- Router needs a 4G SIM card to broadcast the wireless signal

Zebra 2D Barcode Scanner
- Scan QR codes
- Type: Bluetooth / wired
- Bluetooth scanners work with iPads and Androids
- Wired scanners work with laptops

Battery Case
- Charge your phone with an integrated battery case
- The case is also strong and robust, providing protection for your smartphone

Mouse Mat
- For comfortable and controlled tracking
- Lightweight and portable
- Non-slip base
- Colour: Black

Lenovo USB-C Hub
- Compatible for USB-C devices
- HDMI Port
- Gigabit Ethernet Port
- USBC Power Delivery
- 2 USB 3.0 Ports
- SD Card Reader

Privacy Glass Filter
- This privacy glass means that only the person using the device can see the screen
- Perfect for keeping your data secure, blurs information for all except the user
- Available for mobile phones, laptops and more

Laptop Security Cable
- Allows you to securely attach products such as iPads, desktop stands or MoonBase stands to a desk or frame
- Attaches using a loop design without having to drill or alter furniture or walls in any way

Laptop Bag Pro
- Safely carry your laptop around in our Pro Protection laptop bags
- Offers additional storage for accessories such as: cables, mice and keyboards

NFC Reader
- Enables you to read contactless tags on your smartphones and tablets
- Simple to use
Cables & Adapters

**USB to Ethernet**
- Easily connect your device to a router, modem, or network switch to deliver a high-speed Ethernet connection.
- Perfect for devices without an Ethernet port.

**HDMI Cable**
- Transmits audio and video from a device to a television.
- Transmits in high definition such as 1080p and 4K.
- Can be used to connect a laptop to a larger display or a DVD player to a television.
- Various lengths available.

**Display Port to HDMI**
- Suitable for extended desktop or mirrored displays.
- Connect a computer to an HDTV, monitor and projectors.

**Mini Display Port**
- Thunderbolt to HDMI.
- Use with laptops/computers to connect a HDMI cable to monitors/projectors.

**VGA Cable**
- Connects computers or laptops to monitors.
- Can be used to connect VGA compatible devices to televisions.
- Various lengths available.

**VGA to HDMI**
- Used to convert a VGA cable into a HDMI lead.
- One of the most common forms of connections.
- Can be used to connect a computer to a monitor or TV.

**Micro USB Cable**
- Connect, charge and sync Android devices.
- Also used to charge MiFi routers, iZettle and Square payment terminals.
- Available in 1M or 3M.

**USB Type-C Cable**
- Use with Android devices, MacBooks and more.

**CAT 5/6 Cable**
- Ethernet cable which connects a router to a computer or laptop.
- Can be used to transfer data over long distances.
- Available in a range of sizes: 2M, 3M, 5M, 10M, 20M, 50M.

**HDMI Cable**
- Transmits audio and video from a device to a television.
- Transmits in high definition such as 1080p and 4K.
- Can be used to connect a laptop to a larger display or a DVD player to a television.
- Various lengths available.

**USB to Ethernet**
- Easily connect your device to a router, modem, or network switch to deliver a high-speed Ethernet connection.
- Perfect for devices without an Ethernet port.

**Display Port to HDMI**
- Suitable for extended desktop or mirrored displays.
- Connect a computer to an HDTV, monitor and projectors.

**Mini Display Port**
- Thunderbolt to HDMI.
- Use with laptops/computers to connect a HDMI cable to monitors/projectors.

**VGA Cable**
- Connects computers or laptops to monitors.
- Can be used to connect VGA compatible devices to televisions.
- Various lengths available.

**VGA to HDMI**
- Used to convert a VGA cable into a HDMI lead.
- One of the most common forms of connections.
- Can be used to connect a computer to a monitor or TV.

**Micro USB Cable**
- Connect, charge and sync Android devices.
- Also used to charge MiFi routers, iZettle and Square payment terminals.
- Available in 1M or 3M.

**USB Type-C Cable**
- Use with Android devices, MacBooks and more.

**CAT 5/6 Cable**
- Ethernet cable which connects a router to a computer or laptop.
- Can be used to transfer data over long distances.
- Available in a range of sizes: 2M, 3M, 5M, 10M, 20M, 50M.
Apple Products

**MacBook Pro Retina 13”**
A collaborative and efficient laptop. Great for mobile users.
- Brand: Apple
- Operating System: Mac OS
- Screen size: 13.3”
- RAM: 8GB
- Core: Intel Core i5 / i7
- Storage: Up to 512GB SSD

**MacBook Pro Retina 15”**
A collaborative and efficient laptop. Great for presentations.
- Brand: Apple
- Operating System: Mac OS
- Screen size: 15.4”
- RAM: 16GB
- Core: Intel Core i5 / i7
- Storage: Up to 512GB SSD

**MacBook Pro Retina with Touch Bar 13 & 15”**
Customisation and Touch ID.
- Brand: Apple
- Operating System: Mac OS
- Screen size: 13.3”/15.4”
- RAM: 8GB
- Core: i5/i7
- Storage: 128GB / 256GB

**iMac 21.5”**
Ideal for workshops and seminars.
- Brand: Apple
- Operating System: Mac OS
- Screen size: 21.5”
- RAM: 8GB
- Core: Intel Core i5
- Storage: Up to 500GB SSD

**iMac Retina 5K 27”**
Ideal for training and education.
- Brand: Apple
- Operating System: Mac OS
- Screen size: 27”
- RAM: Up to 16GB
- Core: Intel Core i5 / i7
- Storage: Up to 512GB SSD

**Mac Mini**
Powerful, yet portable.
- Brand: Apple
- Operating System: Mac OS
- RAM: Up to 16GB
- Core: Intel Core i5 / i7
- Storage: Up to 512GB SSD

**Mac Pro**
Ideal for temporary offices or classrooms.
- Brand: Apple
- Operating System: Mac OS
- RAM: 16GB
- Core: 6-Core and Dual GPU
- Storage: Up to 256GB SSD

**Mac Pro 2019**
A powerful, all-in-one desktop PC.
- Brand: Apple
- Operating System: Mac OS
- A very capable desktop computer with a lot of power.
- Perfect for a variety of events, including conferences, meetings and workshops.
Media

Apple TV
HD & 4K Models Available.
• Brand: Apple
• Streaming media player
• 4K model supports 4K Ultra HD and HDR video.
• HD model supports 1080p HD.
• Provides guide and search capabilities across apps.

Apple Homepod
A speaker with advanced audio technology and software for precision sound.
• Brand: Apple
• Weight: 2.5 Kg
• Colour: Space Grey, White
• High-excision woofer with custom amplifier
• Wireless - Bluetooth 5.0

Amazon Fire TV Stick
Provides guide and search capabilities across a variety of apps.
• Brand: Apple
• Media Streamer
• Quad-Core processor
• 1GB RAM
• 1920 X 1080 at 60Hz
• Can plug directly into a HDMI slot.

Apple Thunderbolt Display
Connect this monitor to an existing Mac via a “thunderbolt cable”, for a crisp, full HD external display.
• Brand: Apple
• Screen size: 27"
• Resolution: 2560 x 1440
• Connectivity: Ethernet, USB 2.0

HU Webcams
Provides full 1080p HD resolution.
• High resolution HD 1080p CMOS sensor
• Large window capture
• Video mode: MJPEG & YUY2
• Built in microphone
• Light and easy to transport.

Business Projectors
VGA & HDMI models available.
• Full HD 1080p
• Resolution: 1920 x 1080
• Sharp and detailed images from HD content.
• Full 3D - True 3D content from almost any 3D source.
• VGA & HDMI models available.
Monitors

7" Monitor
Can be used for a variety of event types, including staff trainings and workshops.
• Screen size: 7"
• Resolution: 1280 x 1024
• Inputs: VGA, HDMI

LG 22" Monitor
Can be used for a range of corporate events and exhibitions.
• Panel: LED
• Screen size: 21.5"
• Resolution: 1920 x 1080
• Inputs: USB port, HDMI

iiyama 24" Monitor
Can be used for a range of corporate events and exhibitions.
• Panel: LED
• Screen size: 24"
• Resolution: 1920 x 1080
• Inputs: VGA, Display Port, HDMI

iiyama 27" Monitor
This monitor has touch-screen capabilities.
• Panel: AMVA + LED
• Screen size: 27"
• Resolution: 1920 x 1080
• Inputs: VGA, DVI, HDMI

Samsung 32" Full HD Display
Can be used for a range of corporate events and exhibitions.
• Panel: LED
• Screen size: 32"
• Resolution: 1920 x 1080
• Inputs: USB port, HDMI

LG 55" 4K Display
Can be used for a range of corporate events and exhibitions.
• Panel: LED
• Screen size: 55"
• Resolution: 3840 x 2160
• Inputs: USB port, HDMI
• Also available in 55": Samsung, iiyama, Sonicview

iiyama 55" 4K Display
A professional display with 4K graphics.
• Panel: AMVA3 LED
• Screen size: 55"
• Resolution: 3840 x 2160
• Inputs: HDMI, VGA, DVI

Samsung 55" 4K Display
Can be used for a range of corporate events and exhibitions.
• Panel: AMVA3 LED
• Screen size: 55"
• Resolution: 3840 x 2160
• Inputs: USB port, HDMI, DisplayPort

LG 22" Monitor
Can be used for a range of corporate events and exhibitions.
• Panel: LED
• Screen size: 21.5"
• Resolution: 1920 x 1080
• Inputs: USB port, HDMI

iiyama 24" Monitor
Can be used for a range of corporate events and exhibitions.
• Panel: LED
• Screen size: 24"
• Resolution: 1920 x 1080
• Inputs: VGA, Display Port, HDMI

iiyama 27" Monitor
This monitor has touch-screen capabilities.
• Panel: AMVA + LED
• Screen size: 27"
• Resolution: 1920 x 1080
• Inputs: VGA, DVI, HDMI

Samsung 32" Full HD Display
Can be used for a range of corporate events and exhibitions.
• Panel: LED
• Screen size: 32"
• Resolution: 1920 x 1080
• Inputs: USB port, HDMI

LG 55" 4K Display
Can be used for a range of corporate events and exhibitions.
• Panel: LED
• Screen size: 55"
• Resolution: 3840 x 2160
• Inputs: USB port, HDMI
• Also available in 55": Samsung, iiyama, Sonicview

iiyama 55" 4K Display
A professional display with 4K graphics.
• Panel: AMVA3 LED
• Screen size: 55"
• Resolution: 3840 x 2160
• Inputs: HDMI, VGA, DVI

Samsung 55" 4K Display
Can be used for a range of corporate events and exhibitions.
• Panel: AMVA3 LED
• Screen size: 55"
• Resolution: 3840 x 2160
• Inputs: USB port, HDMI, DisplayPort
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### iiyama 27” Touch Display

A 20-point, full HD touch display.

- Model: THS566MIS-B1AG
- Panel: IPS LED
- Screen size: 27”
- Resolution: 1920 x 1080
- Inputs: HDMI, VGA, DVI, Display

### iiyama 32” Touch Display

A 12-point, full HD touch display.

- Model: TFS238MSC-B2AG
- Panel: AMVA3
- Screen size: 32”
- Resolution: 1920 x 1080
- Inputs: HDMI, VGA, DVI, Display

### iiyama 43” Touch Display

A 12-point, full HD touch display.

- Model: TF4338MSC-B2AG
- Panel: IPS Direct LED
- Screen size: 43”
- Resolution: 3840 x 2160
- Inputs: HDMI, VGA, Display

### iiyama 55” Touch Display

A 20-point, full HD touch display.

- Model: THS566MIS-B1AG
- Panel: IPS LED
- Screen size: 55”
- Resolution: 1920 x 1080
- Inputs: HDMI, VGA

### iiyama 65” Touch Display

A 20-point, full 4K touch display.

- Model: TE6503MIS-B1AG
- Panel: IPS Direct LED
- Screen size: 65”
- Resolution: 3840 x 2160
- Inputs: HDMI, VGA, Display

### iiyama 86” Touch Display

A 20-point, full 4K touch display.

- Model: TE8603MIS-B1AG
- Panel: IPS Direct LED
- Screen size: 86”
- Resolution: 3840 x 2160
- Inputs: HDMI, VGA, Display

---

**SHARE, STREAM AND EDIT CONTENT DIRECTLY ON SCREEN AND TRANSFORM YOUR TEAM MEETINGS INTO AN EASY, FAST AND SEAMLESS INTERACTIVE SESSION.**
**iPhones**

- **iPhone 11**
  - Brand: Apple
  - Operating System: iOS
  - Screen size: 5.8 inch
  - Display resolution: 1792 x 828
  - RAM: 4GB
  - Battery: 3110mAh
  - Camera: 12MP dual camera
  - Storage: Up to 256GB
  - Colour: Black / Silver

- **iPhone 11 Pro**
  - Brand: Apple
  - Operating System: iOS
  - Screen size: 5.8 inch
  - Display resolution: 2436 x 1125
  - RAM: 4GB
  - Battery: 3046mAh
  - Camera: Three 12MP cameras
  - Storage: Up to 256GB
  - Colour: Black

- **iPhone XR**
  - Brand: Apple
  - Operating System: iOS
  - Screen size: 6.1 inch
  - Display resolution: 1792 x 828
  - RAM: 3GB
  - Battery: 2942mAh
  - Camera: 12MP
  - Storage: Up to 256GB
  - Colour: Black

- **iPhone XS**
  - Brand: Apple
  - Operating System: iOS
  - Screen size: 5.8 inch
  - Display resolution: 1792 x 828
  - RAM: 4GB
  - Battery: 2658mAh
  - Camera: 12MP dual camera
  - Storage: Up to 256GB
  - Colour: Space Grey / Silver

- **iPhone XS Max**
  - Brand: Apple
  - Operating System: iOS
  - Screen size: 6.5 inch
  - Display resolution: 2688 x 1242
  - RAM: 4GB
  - Battery: 3174mAh
  - Camera: 12MP dual camera
  - Storage: Up to 256GB
  - Colour: Space Grey / Silver

- **iPhone X**
  - Brand: Apple
  - Operating System: iOS
  - Screen size: 5.8 inch
  - Display resolution: 2436 x 1125
  - RAM: 3GB
  - Battery: 2716mAh
  - Camera: 12MP dual camera
  - Storage: Up to 256GB
  - Colour: Space Grey / Silver

- **iPhone 8**
  - Brand: Apple
  - Operating System: iOS
  - Screen size: 4.7 inch
  - Display resolution: 1334 x 750
  - RAM: 2GB
  - Battery: 1821mAh
  - Camera: 12MP
  - Storage: Up to 128GB
  - Colour: Space Grey / Silver

- **iPhone 8 Plus**
  - Brand: Apple
  - Operating System: iOS
  - Screen size: 5.5 inch
  - Display resolution: 1920 x 1080
  - RAM: 3GB
  - Battery: 2691mAh
  - Camera: 12MP dual camera
  - Storage: Up to 256GB
  - Colour: Space Grey / Silver

- **iPhone 7**
  - Brand: Apple
  - Operating System: iOS
  - Screen size: 4.7 inch
  - Display resolution: 1334 x 750
  - RAM: 2GB
  - Battery: 1960mAh
  - Camera: 12MP
  - Storage: Up to 256GB
  - Colour: Black / Silver

- **iPhone 7 Plus**
  - Brand: Apple
  - Operating System: iOS
  - Screen size: 5.5 inch
  - Display resolution: 1920 x 1080
  - RAM: 3GB
  - Battery: 2900mAh
  - Camera: 12MP
  - Storage: Up to 256GB
  - Colour: Black / Silver

- **iPhone 6**
  - Brand: Apple
  - Operating System: iOS
  - Screen size: 4.7 inch
  - Display resolution: 1334 x 750
  - RAM: 1GB
  - Battery: 1810mAh
  - Camera: 8MP
  - Storage: Up to 64GB
  - Colour: Space Grey / Silver

- **iPod Touch 5th/ 6th Gen**
  - Brand: Apple
  - Operating System: iOS
  - Screen size: 4 inch
  - Display resolution: 1136 x 640
  - RAM: 1GB / 16GB
  - Battery: 1020/1043mAh
  - Camera: 5MP / 8MP
  - Storage: Up to 16/32GB
  - Colour: Space Grey / Silver
Android Phones

S9
- Brand: Samsung
- Operating System: Android
- Screen size: 5.8 inch
- Display resolution: 2960 x 1440
- RAM: 4GB
- Battery: 3000mAh
- Camera: 12MP
- Storage: Up to 128GB
- Colours: Midnight Black

S8
- Brand: Samsung
- Operating System: Android
- Screen size: 5.8 inch
- Display resolution: 2960 x 1440
- RAM: 4GB
- Battery: 3000mAh
- Camera: 12MP
- Colours: Midnight Black

S8+
- Brand: Samsung
- Operating System: Android
- Screen size: 6.2 inch
- Display resolution: 2960 x 1440
- RAM: 6GB
- Battery: 3500mAh
- Camera: 12MP
- Storage: 128GB
- Colours: Midnight Black

S7
- Brand: Samsung
- Operating System: Android
- Screen size: 5.1 inch
- Display resolution: 2560 x 1440
- RAM: 4GB
- Battery: 3000mAh
- Camera: 12MP
- Colours: Midnight Black

USE YOUR PHONE AS A SCANNER FOR EVENTS ON PAGE 21
Networking & WiFi

**Enterprise 4G Router**
- Provides high performance, secure cloud solutions
- Provides high performance, secure cloud solutions

**4G LTE MiFi Router**
- MiFi Routers allow you to connect 1-7 devices to the internet at once
- The MiFi Router needs a 4G SIM Card for up to 7 devices

**Personalised Bonded Internet Setup**
- Used for intricate setups
- Will allow for any sized event to have a personalised network

**Ruckus ZoneFlex R610 Indoor AP**
- Indoor Wi-Fi solution
- Industry-leading performance and reliability

**Ruckus ZoneFlex T710 Outdoor AP**
- For outdoor Wi-Fi connections, festivals and pop-up shops

**Satellite Internet**
- Full installation services of satellite internet
- Ideal for events in locations with limited or no internet, for areas that lack existing infrastructure and mobile events

**Point to Point & Point to Multipoint Wi-Fi**
- For events and festivals
- Connect multiple locations to one single central location

**Peplink Enterprise Router**
- High speed and reliable
- Highest internet connectivity
- For small offices, training sessions and conferences

**Fibre Optic Cabling**
- Wider bandwidth and fast transmission solutions

**WiFi in A Box**
An all-in-one, plug and play WiFi setup. Perfect for a range of events.
- Provides WiFi to 100+ users concurrently.
- Bandwidth control
- Light and portable
- 24/7 Remote support
- Equipped with pull handle

**MORE INFO ON THE NEXT PAGE**
**OWR WiFi in a box**

**Scalable:** 100+ Users per box, scale up as needed.
**Simple to Install:** Plug it in, flip the switch, starts in 3 minutes.
**International:** Local plug points provided (works w 110v & 220v)
**Deliverable:** Durable/portable (under 10Kg) pelicases.

**ACCESS POINT:**
- CAPTIVE Portal (custom landing pages available)
- 5Ghz and 2.4Ghz (5Ghz recommended)
- Complies with all main WiFi security standards
- Web content filtering

**PLUG IT IN, FLIP THE SWITCH, STARTS IN 3 MIN!**

**LIVE REMOTE SUPPORT 24/7**

**LOW POWER CONSUMPTION**
**MULTI-REGION PLUGS**
**COMPATIBLE WITH 110v & 220v**

**PORTABLE AND DURABLE (UNDER 10KG)**

**WHEELED-PULL HANDLE FOR EASY TRANSPORTATION**

**100+ USERS CONCURRENTLY**

**REMOTE ACCESS MANAGEMENT**

**BANDWIDTH CONTROL**

- Uses 4 x 4G/LTE-Advanced, global band routers.
- Runs concurrently for increased performance and 99.9% uptime.
- Remote access management: user bandwidth and usage analytics
- Traffic shaping and Bandwidth Control per user
- Optional additional private SSIDs (WiFi networks) and passwords.
- Live Remote Support 24/7
Voice & Video Conferences

Cloud PBX, VoIP and Video Conference Solutions Made Simple.

Whether it’s to catch up with another team member stationed in a different part of the globe, or to give an important sales presentation to staff members or clients, video conferences are an essential part of daily business communication.

At OWR, we provide fast VoIP telephony for a variety of event types, including: video conferences, temporary or permanent office setups, training sessions and more.

Desk Phones

We have a large range of desk phones, such as: Yealink, Grandstream and Fanvil. These phones offer dynamic business communications for executives and professionals.

- Allows numerous SIP accounts.
- Unparalleled audio clarity.
- Gigabit Ethernet technology.

iOS & Android Applications

With this app, calling from over 3G or from any WiFi hotspot is extremely reliable, as well as user-friendly.

- Make and receive calls from your smartphone – at no cost.
- Set your status to ‘available’, ‘away’ and ‘out of office’ from your smartphone.
- See the status of your colleagues from anywhere.

Web Tool

Take advantage of video conferencing as an online meeting tool.

- Launch calls on your desk phone from your desktop.
- Access to full range of Unified Communications features.
- Easy to use and manage.
- Work seamlessly as if you were in the office and save on call costs.

Instant Number Provision and SIP Trunking Solutions from Anywhere In The World.

Local Number DIDs for a range of event types, including temporary and permanent office setups.
From Detail and Design, To Delivery & Deployment of Event Infrastructure.

At OWR, we provide Leased Lines & Ethernet Circuits, Multi-Site WANs and Project Management, giving our clients that extra peace of mind. Our services are perfect for video conferences, temporary or permanent office setups, business conferences and more.

**LEASED LINES & ETHERNET CIRCUITS**

Fully scalable bandwidth right up to 10Gb. Uncontended data circuits with industry leading SLAs. Suitable for events demanding the most reliable, high performance circuit needed for business voice, video and data applications whether used for Internet, MPLS or site to site access.

**MULTI-SITE WAN’S**

Suitable for any sized event that operates across multiple office locations, has remote workers or is utilising services to the cloud. From next-generation MPLS networks to VPN and point to point circuits, our WAN solutions are designed to provide you with high-speed, secure and ultra-reliable inter-site and internet connectivity.

**PROJECT MANAGEMENT**

From design to delivery & deployment of Event Infrastructure. For world class events, OWR Project Management will partner with you from concept to system design and installation to the moment of “go-live” and derig, our solutions and services are underpinned by expert project management every step of the way. After all, providing premium products and systems is only part of the story – how they are delivered, deployed and supported is every bit as crucial.

Fulfilling Specific Client Event Needs from All Corners Of The Globe.
**Printing**

- **HP LaserJet M12W**
  - Ink type: Laser
  - Print speed: Up to 18 ppm
  - Connectivity: USB, wireless

- **HP LaserJet Pro M402n**
  - Ink type: Laser
  - Print speed: Up to 40 ppm
  - Connectivity: USB, wireless

- **Samsung Xpress C1810W**
  - Ink type: Laser
  - Print speed: Up to 18 ppm
  - Connectivity: USB, wireless

- **HP OfficeJet Pro 6830/6960**
  - Ink type: Laser
  - Print speed: Up to 29ppm
  - Connectivity: USB, wireless

- **EPSON TM-T20**
  - An Ethernet thermal receipt printer. Used mainly for EPOS set ups.
  - Connectivity: USB, wireless
  - Print Speed: 300mm/s
  - Resolution: 203dpi

- **STAR TSP654IIIBI**
  - A Bluetooth thermal receipt printer. Used mainly for EPOS set ups.
  - Connectivity: Bluetooth
  - Print Speed: 300mm/s
  - Resolution: 203dpi

- **Star TSP100 Series**
  - A thermal printer. Used primarily for EPOS set ups.
  - Connectivity: Ethernet, Wireless Lan, Bluetooth, USB Type-B, Lightning Capabilities.

- **HP LaserJet Pro M404n**
  - Ink type: Laser
  - Print speed: Up to 38 ppm
  - Connectivity: USB, Ethernet

- **HP LaserJet Pro M281FDW**
  - Ink type: Laser
  - Print speed: Up to 40 ppm
  - Resolution: 600dpi
  - Connectivity: USB, Ethernet

- **HP LaserJet Pro M404n**
  - Ink type: Laser
  - Print speed: Up to 38 ppm
  - Connectivity: USB, Ethernet
Konica Minolta Bizhub 227

Features a multi-touch interface for intuitive control — with LEDs that allow visual confirmation from a distance, plus an optional Voice Guidance system which provides audible control instructions.

- Speed A4/A3: 22/14 ppm in black & white
- Paper formats: A5-A3
- Cost effective A3 black & white multifunctional printer
- State-of-the-art mobile print technology
- Perfect for a variety of event setups

Rent from OWR with unlimited paper and prints as part of our business event packages!

Shredders

With security and privacy paramount for business, you need a reliable, powerful cutter that gets the task done and gets it done fast.

These shredders can shred staples, credit cards and paper clips. Some models also feature SafeSense technology to prevent shredding accidents, stopping the cutters when hands touch the paper opening.

These shredders are great for disposing of client-sensitive information during, or after an event has ended.

(model availability may vary)
Registration & Badging Solutions

Linea Pro Scanner

• Gives iPod Touch and an iPhone the ability to scan barcodes and QR codes through pressing the buttons on the side
• Functions as a magnetic card reader to take payments
• Scanner charges the iPod or iPhone when it’s in use

Apple iPod Touch 6th Gen

• Use with Linea Pro to take payments and scan QR codes
• Screen size: 4 inch
• Display resolution: 1136 x 640
• RAM: 1GB
• Battery: 1043mAh
• Camera: 8MP
• Storage: Up to 32GB

Zebra Barcode Scanners

• Scan QR codes & barcodes
• Type: Bluetooth / wired
• Bluetooth scanners work with iPads and Androids
• Wired scanners work with laptops

NFC Reader

• A simple, efficient tool that enables you to read contactless tags on your smartphones and tablets.
• Easy to use.

Field Drive Kiosk

• The unit fits in a compact flight case and can be setup in less than 3 minutes.
• Can operate independently from an internet connection and can continue to print badges when the connection is interrupted.
• The kiosk can be also branded with your own custom designs.

Badge Printing & Lanyard Solutions

We offer personalised branding to cater your specific event requirements. Whether it’s the ability to include barcodes for visitor tracking or full credential passes, we can personalised these badges for your event needs.

FAST AND EASY, USER FRIENDLY EVENT REGISTRATION!
Registration & Badge Printing

Zebra GK420 Printer
Ideal for applications that require network manageability, low cost.
- Fast and advanced
- Print labels, receipts, tags, badges
- Resolution: 203 dpi
- Speed: 4" per sec
- Print width: 4.09"

ZEBRA ZD500 Printer
Delivering top-quality performance in demanding applications.
- Compact and feature-packed
- Prints labels, receipts, tags, badges
- Resolution: 203 dpi
- Speed: 4" per sec
- Print width: 4.09"

Zebra ZD620 Printer
Delivering powerful print speed, quality and manageability.
- Advanced industrial printing
- Prints labels, receipts, tags, badges
- Resolution: 300 dpi
- Speed: 4" per sec
- Print width: 4.27"

ZEBRA ZD500R RFID Printer
Simple to integrate and manage, fewer roll changes.
- Small, low cost, less waste
- Prints labels, receipts, tags, badges
- Resolution: 203 dpi
- Speed: 4" per sec
- Print width: 4.09"

Zebra ZC10L
The Zebra ZC10L is the only large-format, direct-to-card printer that can produce full, edge-to-edge colour cards in one printing process.
- Resolution: 300 dpi
- USB connectivity
- Weight: only 19KG

Zebra ZC300 Series
With the ZC300 Series card printers, you get ground-breaking simplicity, security and connectivity options for even the most complex cards – all in the slimmest fit-everywhere design.
- Events and Season Passes
- Employee Badges
- Membership Cards

Epson Colorworks C3500
Increase operational efficiencies and quickly produces high-quality labels.
- Compact, robust design.
- High-quality, four-colour inkjet printing.
- Resolution: 360 dpi
- Speed: 4" per sec
iZettle Reader
Payment terminal for quick and secure transactions.
- Accept payments from: MasterCard, Visa, American Express, Maestro, Visa Electron
- Bluetooth connectivity
- All-day power supply

iZettle Charging Dock
Charging dock for iZettle card reader.
- Perfect to keep card reader on a counter
- Ensures card reader is always charged
- Makes card payments easy

Cash Drawer
Stores money safely during events. We have three options:
- Manual
- Electronic
- Key turning

Bank Note Currency Counter
- Count a large amount of cash at the same time
- Electronic
- Can count up to 1000 notes per minute
- Detects fraud notes through the use of UV lighting

Heckler Stand
- A display stand that can be used to hold all iPads except Pros and minis.
- Can be secured through adhesive pad or via solid fixing.

Star TSP100 Series
A thermal printer. Used mainly for EPOS set ups:
- Ethernet
- Wireless Lan
- Bluetooth
- USB Type-B
- Lightning Capabilities.

EPSON TM-T20
- Used mainly for the purpose of an EPOS set up
- Prints at a fast speed
- Easy to use and reliable
- Will print a receipt of an order when run through the till

Till Roll
- Used for client receipts when an order is run through the till.

Wooden Bracket
- Used mainly for the purpose of an EPOS set up.
- Wooden brackets can be used to hold a cash drawer and is also used as a platform for an EPOS set up to stand on.
### Square Reader
Payment terminal which is secure, fast and simple.
- Accepts chip and PIN and contactless cards/devices
- Connect wirelessly via Bluetooth to a tablet or phone
- Accept payments quickly
- Powerful battery lasts all day

### Square Dock
Keeps your reader charged, stable and ready for payments.
- Upward tilt makes it easy to accept chip + PIN and contactless payments
- Keep at point of sale

### Square Stand
Transforms your iPad into a sleek and secure point-of-sale.
- Professional, sleek design
- Makes the Square POS app even easier for your staff and customers to use
- Use whilst keeping your iPad fully charged

### L7 Case
Create a roaming sales terminal seamlessly.
- Ergonomic and light allowing for flexible payment solutions
- Soft housing for your device and hard poly-carbonate back cover
- Fits iPad 2 & 3 mini

### Square Bundle
Bundle includes:
- Square stand
- Cash drawer
- Receipt printer

---

**We also offer a full customised menu service for Square software! Speak to our team for more info.**
Qu-16 reshapes digital mixing, combining innovative design and exceptional functionality to create a superb professional mixing experience.

Bristling with all the features you’d expect from a top of the range digital console and incorporating technologies pioneered on the GLD and iLive digital mixing systems, Qu-16 has the power and pedigree to deliver class-leading audio performance.

Qu is an entire ecosystem with Remote AudioRacks allowing I/O to be placed where it’s needed, ME Personal Mixers expanding monitor mixes and enabling simple, time-saving local control.

Qu series features include multitrack recording direct to USB, Automatic Mic Mixing, ProFactory mic presets, plus an ever growing ecosystem of apps, accessories and remote I/O.

Qu Apps for complete remote setup and wireless mixing on stage or anywhere else in the venue. ProFactory Mic presets to speed up preparation time and ensure the best sound, plus USB recording and DAW integration for powerful workflow optimisation from one centrepiece device.
SENNHEISER EW100 G4-ME2-GB LAPEL MIC

This versatile wireless bodypack system is the perfect choice for speech and vocals while remaining hands free.

The state-of-the-art transmitter design features a lightweight metal casing with backlit LCD screen and microphone mute switch.

The lapel microphone contains a high-quality omni-directional condenser capsule and is designed for performance and speech intelligibility.

SENNHEISER XSW 1-835 WIRELESS HANDHELD MIC

Vocal Set is a user-friendly all-in-one wireless system that is perfect for live vocal performances and spoken word presentations alike.

Featuring Sennheiser’s renowned evolution microphone capsule with a cardioid pickup pattern, the XSW 1-835 system delivers natural vocal reproduction while rejecting feedback and eliminating ambient noise.

Operating within the the 863MHz-865MHz frequency range, the XSW wireless microphone system is equipped with automatic frequency management and synchronization via remote channel, integrated antennas and professional True Diversity technology.
The DXR12 is an extremely high-power loudspeaker that is capable of producing a maximum SPL of 132dB with its impressive 1100W of power.

It is the perfect solution for live sound applications that demand wide bandwidth and extremely high-resolution sound.

Features
- 12” 2-way, Bi-amp powered speaker, bass-reflex type
- High-efficiency 1100W class-D amplifiers
- Intelligent onboard 3-channel mixer
- Superior components
- Unequalled performance
- 132dB SPL

Rigging Points for Standard Eye-Bolts and Optional U-Brackets
DXR Series loudspeakers come equipped with rigging points, allowing for rigged application with standard eyebolts*. When more versatility is required, optional U-brackets allow simple and easy rigging in both horizontal and vertical configurations.

Dual-Angle Pole Mount Socket
The DXR’s pole mount socket offers two positions—0° and 7°—to direct the acoustic energy away from reflective surfaces and on to your audience where it belongs.
GIANT iTABS

Giant iTab magnifies the smartphone interface using an extra-large touchscreen. Content is showcased and presented in a familiar way – it looks like a giant smartphone. Giant iTabs are big, they’re fun to engage with, and your consumers already know how to use them.

These multiple award-winning products draw people in, create buzz at events, and best of all, increase sales. Use them at exhibitions and trade shows, in retail and hospitality, for education teaching and training, app development, live broadcasts and presentations, and more.

Giant iTab 27"
A versatile solution to support your presentations and trade show.
- Screen size: 27"
- Aspect ratio: 16:9
- Panel: AMVA + LED
- Resolution: 1920 x 1080
- Camera: Yes
- Dimensions: 81cm x 7cm x 44.2cm

Giant iTab 42"
The flagship interactive engagement solution for events.
- Screen size: 42"
- Aspect ratio: 16:9
- Panel: AMVA + LED, AG Coated glass
- Resolution: 1920 x 1080
- Dimensions: 164cm x 11cm x 60.5cm

Giant iTab 55"
The newest giant touchscreen solution – promoting brands.
- Screen size: 55"
- Aspect ratio: 16:9
- Panel: IPS LED, AG Coated glass
- Resolution: 1920 x 1080
- Dimensions: 235cm x 58cm x 114cm
DIGITAL SIGNAGE

The purpose of digital signage is to create, inspire and inform. We provide customisable services, using software, to post your Instagram feeds, Twitter competitions, pre-load content to appear onscreen, play video loops and more. This is useful for festivals with rolling bar prices and other real-time information.

TV SCREEN / DIGITAL SIGNAGE MONITORS

Sizes available: 32", 55", 85" & LED Panels

Available in: Samsung, LG, Panasonic, iiyama

We currently hold the best technology brands in the industry.

From digital signage, to simple monitors and TVs, Android-ready screens, Magic Touch technology, available with different stands to accommodate different event types.

We use Unicol® stands, ensuring great looking and safe setup.

TOUCH SCREEN MONITORS

Sizes available: 27", 32", 43", 55", 65", 75"

All of our touch screens use capacitive touch technology.

This technology uses a sensor-grid of micro-fine wires integrated into the glass that covers the screen.

Thanks to the glass overlay this technology is highly durable, and the touch function remains unaffected even if the glass is scratched. It offers perfect picture performance and will work with a human finger (also latex gloved) and stylus-pen.

WE CONSTANTLY UPGRADE OUR STOCK, CURRENT SIZES AVAILABLE MAY NOT CORRESPOND TO OUR UPDATED INVENTORY. PLEASE ASK FOR THE CURRENT STOCK AVAILABILITY.
LED Video Wall Panels

Pixel Pitch mm: 2.5
Brightness nit: 1000
Refresh Rate Hz: 3840
Panel Dimensions: 500x500x87 (WxHxD mm)

LED Wall Hire has become a very popular choice for all types of events including conferences, exhibitions and live music.

One World Rental can provide you the latest technology for your event. 2.5 Pixel Pitch ensure optimal viewing distance for your display from both short and long distances, and the curved panels (up to 15 degrees) give freedom of creativity and total reliability to your favourite led wall design.

We constantly upgrade our stock, current sizes available may not correspond to our updated inventory. Please ask for the current stock availability.
This projector is easy to connect to, with multiple inputs, a built-in speaker and USB Power.

Perfect for connecting HDMI dongles such as the Google Chromecast and Amazon Fire TV Stick or a laptop, PC or Blu-ray player for clear projected images with sound. Optoma projectors can display true 3D content from almost any 3D source, including 3D Blu-ray players, 3D broadcasting and the latest generation games consoles.

- 3600+ Lumens
- Amazing colour
- High contrast
- Quick resume
- Auto Power Off
- Full 1080p HD
- Eco+
- AV Mute
The Chauvet Freedom Par Hex-4 is a 100% true wireless, battery-operated, hex colour (RGBAW+UV) LED Par light, with a built-in D-Fi transceiver.

Extend the battery's lifespan with the discharge protection. Light works in Master/Slave modes with first generation Freedom Pars. Use the adjustable kickstand that is built-in to the Freedom Par to shine light wherever it is needed. Create customised colours with the LED display screen. Safely transport your fixtures from gig to gig in the CHS-FR4 carry bag, perfect for mobile entertainers.
V1 – HD Seamless Switcher

Videography and Webcast
The compact V-1HD is an ideal portable solution for switching video and action cameras for webcasts or recording.

Visual Performance
The V-1HD effortlessly mixes high resolution computer and HD camera sources and gives visual artists unique filter effects and transition performance features including Roland’s legendary “TRANSFORMER” buttons.

Education
The V-1HD is an easy to use tool for students of all ages to broadcast or record sporting events, performances and other activities around campus.

Event and Meetings
The V-1HD is ideal for presentations in conference rooms or at live events allowing for switching of video from different sources such as computers and video cameras.

UltraStudio Mini Recorder gives Roland V-1HD recording and Live Streaming capabilities on main social media platforms.
Virtual Reality

**Microsoft HoloLens**
Augmented Reality headset.
- Field of view: 30°/17°
- RAM: 2GB
- Storage: 64GB
- OS: Windows 10
- Battery: 2-3hrs

**Oculus Go**
All-in-one Virtual Reality headset.
- Field of view: 180°
- RAM: 3GB
- Storage: 32GB
- OS: Qualcomm Snapdragon 821
- Battery: 2-3hrs

**Samsung Gear VR**
Mobile Virtual Reality headset.
- Field of view: 101°
- RAM: 4GB
- Storage: N/A
- OS: Android Lollipop 5.0
- Battery: 2hrs

Virtual reality creates a three-dimensional, computer generated environment than can be explored by an individual or group of people.

It creates a fun ‘optical illusion’ which many industries use to promote new games or schools utilise for an interactive learning experience. Virtual Reality can be integrated with apps on Samsung phones and combined with MSI gaming laptops for the full engaging Virtual Reality experience. Our equipment enables users to:

- Engage guests with live tours
- Create fun games and competitions
- Virtual reality gamification
- 360-degree virtual experiences

**How is AR different to VR?**

Virtual reality means computer-generated environments for a user to interact with, and be immersed in. Augmented reality adds and enhances the reality a user would ordinarily see rather than replacing it.

Augmented reality can provide many benefits to any kind of corporate and public organisation, it allows for organisers to implement:

- Product demos and visualisation
- Interaction through virtual learning
- Broadcasting of live events
- AR can aid in visualising office spaces.
- The integration of AR apps
- Social interaction apps
- Translate foreign texts and menus

HEALTH CARE (VR)

FASHION (VR)

BUSINESS (VR)

SPORT (VR)

SCIENCE (VR)

MEDIA (VR)

GOOGLE SKY (AR)

LOCATOR (AR)

LAYAR (AR)

SPOTCRIME (AR)

POKEMAN GO (AR)

SUNSEEKER (AR)

SAMSUNG PHONES FOR VR ON PAGE 10

VR LAPTOPS ON PAGE 10
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Capture Stunning Full HD & 4K Event Footage With Our Range Of Professional Equipment.

We know the importance of your events. Planning an event takes immense time and sheer dedication to ensure a flawless execution. By using event videography and photography, you can both enjoy, and capture incredible moments.

**Cameras & Lenses**
State-of-the-art, industry-leading cameras accompanied with a variety of lens sizes to suit your specific event requirements.

**Lighting**
High-quality, colour accurate lighting to take your event videography to the next level. Perfect when filming in poorly lit areas.

**Tripods**
Professional video-stabilisation equipment to help capture stunning full HD & 4K footage of your event.
Video Streaming

Live Stream Wherever You Are, At The Push of a Button.

Stream live events on your own dedicated site and across social media channels, such as: YouTube, Facebook, LinkedIn and more. Streaming your live events is a great way to savour those special memories and inform others of your products and services.

Instantly Stream to Your Preferred Social Media Sites

Teradek Cube

Cube packs world-class video quality into a rugged, portable chassis for quick IP video deployments at any location. Each encoder and decoder includes HDMI and 3G-SDI I/O, Ethernet / WiFi connectivity, and full duplex IFB.

- HEVC (H.265) & AVC (H.264)
- Max Resolution: 1080p60
- Up to 30 Mbit/s

Multi-Platform Streaming

Reach a wider audience by streaming to multiple platforms simultaneously. Restream is natively integrated into top streaming softwares, like OBS Studio, SLOBS, Elgato, XSplit, and many others.

- 30+ Social platforms, from giants to local gems
- Multiple channels on a single platform
- Add live voiceovers and translations to your streams

Push your live video feeds to Facebook, YouTube, decoders, and more with Core’s multi-platform distribution. There’s no limit to the amount or type of destinations.

- Reliably manage your Teradek devices
- Live stream to your online audiences on multiple platforms
- Deliver live video to broadcast hardware and software
- Record in the Cloud
Along with our product rentals, we also provide services to help make your event run smoothly.

Our highly skilled circle of technical experts can add the finishing touches to your event. Services include onsite tech support, project management for complex events, Wi-Fi installation and site surveys. If you have any other requests, speak to our friendly customer service team who will be happy to assist you.

- **ONSITE TECH SUPPORT**
  - Our onsite technicians can provide support with ad hoc onsite tasks and the installation of devices, and can setup, and secure reliable Wi-Fi network configuration.
  - We provide onsite tech support and training for event staff.

- **PROJECT MANAGEMENT**
  - We’ll provide project management from full consultation to event completion. This includes liaising with venue staff on all planning elements, arrangements for setup, installation, content and configuration.

- **SITE SURVEYS**
  - We can visit event locations and conduct site surveys and collect information that will enable us to provide the best technical solutions.
  - We evaluate any potential risks or hazards to ensure a smooth and safe operation.

- **CUSTOM SOFTWARE**
  - We offer bespoke app and software building for each event. This can include menus, form creation, payments, seating charts and floor plans, VIP alerts, splash pages, and social media tracking, among other features.

- **OPERATIONAL EXPERTISE**
  - We can ease your stress and handle all the logistics and operations for your event. We’ll organise the deployment and distribution with efficient transportation to get it exactly where you need it, when you want it.

- **PRE-CONFIGURATION**
  - Preconfiguring products and systems ensures you’re able to simply plug and play without installing or aligning technical settings.
  - We also offer digital marketing through video creation and integration with digital signage.

- **WI-FI INSTALLATION**
  - We deliver fast, secure Wi-Fi for any event, anywhere in the world, regardless of existing infrastructure or bandwidth needed, including MiFi, Access Points, hardline, satellite and personalised bonded internet.

- **CONSULTANCY**
  - We provide consultancy services for event planning, management and logistics from conception to completion to get the best outcome. Our recommendations are based on over a decade of global experience.
Event Logistics are the backbone of successful global event technology fulfilment. OWR Logistics is an internal division of One World Rental providing first-class, mission critical storage, logistics, maintenance and on-site operational services.

A strategic, logistical platform deeply embedded across all four corners of the globe.

Supplement your own inventory with OWR when required, throttling up only when needed seamlessly.

Store your own inventory with OWR in global locations minimising costs and maximizing utilisation, giving you overnight access to 12+ regional hubs.

Outsource your own inventory maintenance and upkeep to OWR utilising operational and technical expertise at local levels around the world.

Move and manage your own inventory at OWR logistics with efficient and failsafe freight forwarding across borders.

GET IN CONTACT WITH US TO LEARN MORE!
Staff/Engineers

We have an extensive team of professional staff and engineers to help make your event as successful and memorable as possible.

Our team of Event Staff is comprised of IT & AV Technicians and Network & Lighting Engineers.

These highly skilled professionals are experts in custom-configuring hardware, installing equipment and providing the best possible experience for our clients.

Our highly skilled IT technicians will install and configure your hardware and monitor it for any issues. They can customise, create, and configure iOS or Windows software as well as install EPOS equipment.

We can configure and install AV equipment for any size event, including setup of digital signage, live streaming, broadcasting, cable installation, projection, speakers, mics, diagnostics and monitoring live feeds.

Our IT/AV assistants can install and configure AV equipment, provide support, sync internet connections, coordinate graphics, support teleconferences, monitor webinars and test sound equipment to specification.

We provide secure, high-speed internet for an extensive range of events. This includes the setup, installation, and troubleshooting of equipment and also repairing/replacing faulty connections on-site.

We can program and operate stage lighting equipment, develop technical solutions, and offer advice and technical support. We promote the development and maintenance of best lighting practices and standards.

Event technicians with local knowledge and global experience.
Quality Assurance

One World Rental provides a fast, reliable and consistent service including Health & Safety, international coverage and 24/7 global support.

Our dedicated, professional staff are here to help make your event as successful and memorable as possible.

HEALTH & SAFETY

All of our equipment is checked and monitored regularly and undergoes PAT (Portable Appliance Testing) to meet electrical safety standards. Our equipment is sound, safe, and in perfect condition.

INTERNATIONAL COVERAGE

One World Rental can deliver technology anywhere with as little as 24 hours’ notice. We have global offices and storage facilities which help us to quickly and efficiently deploy event technology and technical staffing.

24/7 GLOBAL SUPPORT

We offer 24/7 technical support during your entire rental period to make sure everything runs efficiently at all times. This can include remote support or an on-site technical presence throughout the event to make it effortless.

PROJECT MANAGERS

Our dedicated project managers manage and coordinate complex events to deadline and specific requirements. Educated in logistics and trained accordingly, they’ll execute each event precisely, every time.

GRAPHIC DESIGNERS

Our graphic designers create artwork that connects with your branding and vision. We’ll produce layouts and designs that can solve any digital marketing challenge while showcasing flawlessly at events.

VIDEO PRODUCERS

Videography and production through visual storytelling. We create content for digital signage and broadcasting at events, conferences and festivals. Professional filming and post production starts here.
One World Rental is a key partner for cutting edge event technology deliveries across borders and available for support and assistance around the clock.

CONTACT DETAILS:
For immediate assistance on any topic relating to your event technology needs simply email: sales@oneworldrental.com

LONDON (HQ):
+44 207 862 1702
sales@oneworldrental.com

GLASGOW:
+44 131 608 0323
scotland@oneworldrental.com

BRUSSELS:
+32 7 848 07 57
belgium@oneworldrental.com

NEW YORK:
+1 (888) 649-5285
usa@oneworldrental.com

PHOENIX:
+1 (602) 737-0011
usa@oneworldrental.com

TORONTO:
+1 (647) 479-0162
canada@oneworldrental.com

DUBAI:
+971 4 525 0900
dubai@oneworldrental.com

SINGAPORE:
+65 3159 3520
singapore@oneworldrental.com

MELBOURNE:
+61 383 730 303
melbourne@oneworldrental.com

SYDNEY:
+61 292 478 008
sydney@oneworldrental.com

RIYADH:
+971 4 525 0900
ksa@oneworldrental.com

CAIRO:
+971 4 453 2799
egypt@oneworldrental.com